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Abstract
Federated learning is used for decentralized training of machine learning models
on a large number (millions) of edge mobile devices. It is challenging because mobile devices often have limited communication bandwidth and local computation
resources. Therefore, improving the efficiency of federated learning is critical for
scalability and usability. In this paper, we propose to leverage partially trainable
neural networks, which freeze a portion of the model parameters during the entire
training process, to reduce the communication cost with little implications on
model performance. Through extensive experiments, we empirically show that
Federated learning of Partially Trainable neural networks (FedPT) can result in
superior communication-accuracy trade-offs, with up to 46× reduction in communication cost, at a small accuracy cost. Our approach also enables faster training,
with a smaller memory footprint, and better utility for strong differential privacy
guarantees. The proposed FedPT method can be particularly interesting for pushing
the limitations of overparameterization in on-device learning.
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Introduction

A large trove of data are being generated with the proliferation of edge devices, such as mobile
phones, medical sensors, and smart home devices. While those data can be used to develop highly
intelligent algorithms, they often contain private information that users are not willing to share with
others. In recent years, Federated Learning (FL) [McMahan et al., 2017a] has been introduced as an
alternative to centralized learning to protect user privacy when training a machine learning model.
In FL, participating clients collaboratively learn a shared model under the supervision of a central
server: each communication round often starts with the server broadcasting the global model to
the participants; these participants then perform computations on their local data, and send their
aggregated updates back to the server to update the global model [Kairouz et al., 2019]. While FL
can be performed on a relatively small number of clients, many applications involve a large number
of edge devices, such as mobile phones, or sensors [Ramaswamy et al., 2020; Sheller et al., 2020;
Granqvist et al., 2020]. This setting is referred to as cross-device FL. Training large models on edge
devices is challenging due to unreliable connections, and limited computational capabilities.
Federated averaging (FedAvg) [McMahan et al., 2017a] is one of the most popular algorithms
in federated learning. It was later generalized to a framework of two stage optimization [Reddi
et al., 2020]: a client optimizer is used to update local models from the client’s local data, and a
server optimizer is used to update the global model from the aggregated client updates. Instead of
averaging client local models to replace the global model, the client updates (the difference between
the initial model received from the server, and the client local model after training on private data)
are aggregated, and used as pseudo-gradients to update the global model. We build our method based
on generalized FedAvg, as it can satisfy many restricting constraints of cross-device FL [Wang et al.,
2021b].
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By combining federated learning with differential privacy (DP), a stronger privacy protection can be
provided to the clients [Kairouz et al., 2019, 2021b]. Specifically, differential privacy can prevent
memorization, and protect against potential leakage of user data from a model released publicly
[Ramaswamy et al., 2020]. Training large models with DP is known to be hard [Tramèr and Boneh,
2020], and reducing the dimensionality in DP is an active area of research [Zhou et al., 2020; Kairouz
et al., 2021a; Wang et al., 2021b].
Deep neural networks have achieved impressive performance on various machine learning tasks,
which have become popular in federated learning in recent years [Kairouz et al., 2019; Li et al.,
2020; Yang et al., 2019]. The performance of deep neural networks can often be improved by
increasing the model size in the overparameterized regime [Allen-Zhu et al., 2019; Neyshabur et al.,
2018; Sankararaman et al., 2020; Du et al., 2018]. Even though parameters of overparameterized
networks are believed to be redundant [Frankle and Carbin, 2019], and can be pruned, the size
of the model is believed to help regularize the optimization landscape to facilitate training. More
recently, researchers have observed that training a small fraction of the parameters of a large model,
such as batch normalization layers in convolutional networks [Frankle et al., 2021], can achieve
comparable performance as training all the parameters. Inspired by the recent deep learning research
in centralized training, we study the effects of freezing part of the parameters of a large model in
federated learning.
In this paper, we propose the use of partially trainable networks (PTNs) to tackle the communication
and computation burdens of training large models, which can make FL more accessible to various
applications. Based on the generalized FedAvg algorithm, we only communicate the trainable
parameters (which can represent as little as 2% of the total network parameter count in our study), and
a random seed from server to clients. Clients reconstruct the full model by regenerating the frozen
parameters from the random seed, perform local training on private data, and send back the updates
on the trainable parameters to the server. The communication can be significantly saved by the size of
frozen parameters. Clients can also save local computations, and memory on gradient calculations for
the frozen parameters. The proposed FedPT algorithm is used to train various network architectures,
including convolutional networks for computer vision, and Transformers for language tasks. We
empirically show the advantages of FedPT by running experiments on three benchmark datasets:
EMNIST, CIFAR-10, and Stack Overflow. Reducing the communication cost by 1.1× to 46× results
in a loss in accuracy between 0.1% and 4%. The simulation training times are reduced by 25%, and
the memory footprint is reduced by 10% in some settings. Moreover, differentially private FedPT
achieves better utility (accuracy) than training the full model when the privacy protection is strong
(small ).
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Related Work

Communication Efficient Federated Learning McMahan et al. [2017a] exploit local updates to
save the number of communication rounds in FL. Konečnỳ et al. [2016] introduce compression
techniques to reduce the uplink communication costs for the clients. They show a reduction of up
to two orders of magnitude in these communication costs. Caldas et al. [2019b] apply the lossy
compression techniques used in the clients in [Konečnỳ et al., 2016] to the model on the server. The
authors also introduce federated dropout, in which each client receives a submodel from the server by
randomly removing some parameters. Closely related to federated dropout, ordered dropout [Horvath
et al., 2021] extracts submodels from a main model, and adapts the computation and communication
costs to the edge device capabilities. Singhal et al. [2021] propose a method to partially reconstruct
a model on the edge devices, which results in a reduced communication cost. The reconstructed
parameters are local to the clients, and never sent to the server. Wang et al. [2021a] proposed
training low-rank, pre-factorized deep networks to reduce communication in distributed learning.
Other methods, like compression, and knowledge distillation have been used in FL to reduce the
communication costs. We refer the interested reader to [Wang et al., 2021b] for more details. The
proposed FedPT is complementary to these methods, and can be combined with them to further
improve the communication efficiency in federated learning.
Partially Trainable Neural Networks Partially trainable neural networks have a long history in
machine learning. Extreme learning machines can be considered single layer networks with frozen
hidden nodes [Huang et al., 2015]. Echo state networks [Jaeger, 2002], and liquid state machines
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[Maass et al., 2002] disentangle randomly projected inputs with a (generally linear) readout layer.
More recently, Zhang et al. [2019] studied the properties of layers in overparameterized deep models.
They distinguish ambient layers from critical ones, and show that the ambient layers are robust to
re-randomization and re-initialization in the post-training validation. Rosenfeld and Tsotsos [2018]
show competitive results on vision tasks where they freeze most of the weights of the model. Frankle
et al. [2021] only train the parameters of batch normalization layers of vision models, and freeze the
other weights. Randomized networks have also been studied for language tasks, such as sentence
classification [Wieting and Kiela, 2019], machine translation [Garg et al., 2020; Shen et al., 2021],
and speech recognition [Shrivastava et al., 2021], where learning only linear mappings on top of
random features achieves surprisingly high accuracy. We are not aware of any previous work applying
PTNs to federated learning.
Efficient Transformers A lot of attention has been put lately on designing efficient architectures
for Transformers [Vaswani et al., 2017; Fournier et al., 2021]. FNets [Lee-Thorp et al., 2021] replace
the self-attention layer by a Fourier transform, reducing its computational complexity from quadratic
in the input sequence size to linear. Shen et al. [2021] use random layers as a computationally
efficient way to increase network depth. They intersperse reservoir frozen Transformer layers with
regular, trainable ones. They also prove that backward pass can be skipped altogether for these layers.
Choromanski et al. [2021] approximate the attention using a kernel with randomized mappings. Wang
et al. [2020] approximate the attention with a low-rank factorization. Child et al. [2019] introduce the
Sparse Transformer, in which the attention matrix is approximated with a sparse factorization. We
apply FedPT to efficiently train Transformers in federated learning.
Model Compression Pruning [LeCun et al., 1990] reduces the model size by deleting the weights
whose removal have a minimal effect on the model performance. It was observed in Frankle and
Carbin [2019] that sub-networks can be found in a dense neural network that can match the test
accuracy of the original network. Knowledge distillation [Ba and Caruana, 2014; Hinton et al., 2015]
transfers the knowledge of a large teacher into a smaller student, which can then be used at inference
time. While the methods mentioned can be leveraged to make the inference of federated trained
models lighter, they do not alleviate the bottlenecks present during on-device training. Our proposed
FedPT, on the other hand, aims at making the training process more efficient.
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3.1

Partially Trainable Networks for Federated Learning
FedPT Method

Algorithm 1: FedPT: federated learning of partially trainable neural networks
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14

Input: Initial model x(0) ; ClientOpt, ServerOpt with learning rates η, α
Split x(0) into trainable part y (0) , and non-trainable part generated by random seed z
for t ∈ {0, 1, . . . , T − 1} do
Send (y (t) , z) to a subset S (t) of clients
for client i ∈ S (t) in parallel do
(t,0)
Initialize local model xi
= Reconstruct(y (t) , z)
for k = 0, . . . , τi − 1 do
(t,k)
(t,k)
Compute local stochastic gradient gi (yi ) by backprop through xi
(t,k+1)
(t,k)
(t,k)
Perform local update yi
= ClientOpt(yi , gi (yi ), η, t)
end
(t)
(t,τ )
(t,0)
Compute and send back local model changes ∆i = yi i − yi
end
P
(t) P
Aggregate local changes ∆(t) = i∈S (t) pi ∆i / i∈S (t) pi
Update global model y (t+1) = ServerOpt(y (t) , −∆(t) , α, t)
end
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We use PTNs in federated learning tasks in the proposed FedPT algorithm. Inspired by previous
partially trainable models in the centralized setting [Huang et al., 2015; Giryes et al., 2016], we freeze
a set of parameters after initialization. This allows us to summarize the frozen parameters into a single
random seed, provided that the server and clients share the same random number generator. This seed
is sent to the clients (edge devices), and used to reconstruct the frozen parameters. Clients do not need
to send updates for the frozen parameters back. We summarized the method in algorithm 1, which is
based on the generalized FedAvg algorithm with two stage optimization by ServerOpt and ClientOpt.
In cross-device FL, only a small subset of the clients S (t) (compared to the large population) can be
accessed at each communication round t. We use the number of local samples on client i as weight
pi to aggregate the local updates following [McMahan et al., 2017a].
The design of PTNs highly depends on the network architecture. Since freezing a small number
of parameters does not impact the communication efficiency notably, we focus on freezing layers
that contain a large proportion of the parameters in our experiments, and choose different layers for
different architectures. To maximize the communication and computation efficiencies of the PTN, we
suggest the following principles for experimental design:
1. Start from freezing the largest parameter block of a network.
2. Add more blocks if it did not degrade the model performance on utility (accuracy).
3. Switch to a smaller block if it did degrade the model performance by a large margin.
4. Repeat these steps to find the best PTN.
Once an optimal PTN is found for a specific network architecture, the same PTN can be used for
various application tasks that use the same network architecture.
We study several popular network architectures: ResNet [He et al., 2016] with group normalization
for image tasks, small convolutional neural networks as feature extractors with a few fully connected
layers for classification, and Transformer [Vaswani et al., 2017] for language tasks. We experiment
with freezing the following layers, and test on FL benchmark datasets:
• Convolutional layers in resnet-18 trained on CIFAR-10.
• Encoder dense layers in the Transformer architecture used in Stack Overflow.
• Dense layer following the convolutional layers in the convolutional model used in EMNIST.
The networks and benchmarks are introduced in [McMahan et al., 2017a; Hsu et al., 2019; Reddi
et al., 2020; Wang et al., 2021b], and are widely used for cross-device FL. We notice that freezing
the normalization layers in FedPT notably hurts the performance of ResNet, as observed in [Frankle
et al., 2021] in the centralized setting. Since the normalization layers usually have a small number
of parameters, we always train them in FedPT. The frozen parameters are set to their initial values,
which are generated from Gaussian initializers.
3.2

Advantages of FedPT

Communication Efficiency Communication is one of the main bottlenecks in cross-device federated learning. Model transmission from server to devices can be a serious constraint for the server,
particularly when stragglers that have limited network connections exist. Sending the model updates
back to the server can be even more challenging, as uplink is typically much slower than downlink.
The download and upload bandwidths in a real cross-device FL system are estimated at 0.75MB/s and
0.25MB/s respectively by Wang et al. [2021b]. FedPT can mitigate this issue: the frozen parameters
are compressed into a random seed sent from server to clients, and participating clients do not need
to send any updates back for these frozen parameters.
Differential Privacy (DP) Federated learning is designed for privacy protection, as the clients do
not share their private data. Combining FL with DP can provide even stronger privacy defenses
[Kairouz et al., 2019; Wang et al., 2021b]. The most popular method to achieve user-level DP in
(t)
FL is a variant of generalized FedAvg, called DP-FedAvg, which clips the model updates ∆i , and
adds noise to the aggregated ∆(t) [McMahan et al., 2017b]. It is nontrivial to get good utility-privacy
trade-offs when applying DP in FL, as it is challenging for practical cross-device FL to perform
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sampling for privacy amplification [Wang et al., 2021b]. Recently, Kairouz et al. [2021b] proposed
to use the Differentially Private Follow the Regularized Leader (DP-FTRL) method on the server
in the generalized FedAvg framework to get formal (, δ)-DP guarantees. We combine DP-FTRL
with FedPT to get (, δ) privacy guarantees. In FedPT, we only need to make the trainable parameters
private, and this dimension reduction effect can be beneficial for differential privacy. We only clip
(t)
the client updates ∆i , and add noise to the aggregated ∆(t) of trainable parameters, which can
potentially tolerate smaller clip norms, and larger noises. In our experiments, partially trained models
are more resilient to high noise levels than fully trained ones.
Training time Reducing the client training time allows more devices to complete their local
computations in the allotted time in a round, which is often desirable in practical FL systems
[Bonawitz et al., 2019; Wang et al., 2021b]. In addition to that, reducing the training time makes it
possible to train larger models in production settings where the federated learning tasks have a limited
amount of time to run on edge devices. FedPT can reduce the training time, as it does not need to
calculate gradients for the frozen parameters. We observe, in some of our simulations, that FedPT
has a reduction in the client training time as the number of frozen parameters increases. Our study
shows that FedPT has a significant decrease in runtime for deep convolutional models, for which we
freeze the convolutional layers.
Memory footprint FedPT can also improve the memory footprint of model training in FL, as we
do not need to save intermediate activations of frozen layers after backprop, and we do not need to
calculate or save the gradients for the frozen layers. Besides, when computing the model updates on
clients, two copies of the trainable parameters (new value, and old one) are needed to generate the
client model update ∆i , but none is needed for the frozen ones. We compare the memory footprints of
fully/partially trainable models, and see a reduction in the settings where we freeze the convolutional
layers.
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Experiments

Setup We use three datasets: EMNIST 1 [Cohen et al., 2017], CIFAR-10 [Krizhevsky et al., 2009],
and Stack Overflow 2 . We follow [Hsu et al., 2019] to use a Dirichlet distribution of parameter 1 to
create a heterogeneous dataset for CIFAR-10, and [Wang et al., 2021b] to preprocess this dataset.
We follow [Reddi et al., 2020; Wang et al., 2021b] to preprocess the EMNIST, and Stack Overflow
datasets. EMNIST and CIFAR-10 are image datasets, for which we train convolutional networks.
Stack Overflow is a language dataset, for which we train a Transformer-based next word prediction
model. We measure runtime and memory footprint on desktop CPUs to simulate on-device training.
More details on models and hyperparameters used are provided in the Appendix.
4.1

Efficiency of FedPT

Table 1: Percentage of trainable parameters, reduction in communication cost, average accuracies,
and training times for EMNIST.
Trainable Parameters (%) Reduction in Communication Final Accuracy Runtime (s)
4.97
100

83.75 ± 0.16
85.47 ± 0.21

20×
1×

2.90 ± 0.42
2.72 ± 0.37

EMNIST with CNN Table 1 shows the results for EMNIST. We freeze the dense layer following
the convolutional ones for this model presented in table 6. The reduction in communication cost is 20
fold, for an absolute loss in accuracy of less than 2%, and similar runtimes.
1
https://www.tensorflow.org/federated/api_docs/python/tff/simulation/
datasets/emnist
2
https://www.tensorflow.org/federated/api_docs/python/tff/simulation/
datasets/stackoverflow
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Table 2: Percentage of trainable parameters, reduction in communication cost, average accuracies,
and training times for CIFAR-10.
Trainable Parameters (%) Reduction in Communication Final Accuracy Runtime (s)
2.16
3.47
8.07
26.25
100

79.49 ± 1.1
80.76 ± 0.72
82.82 ± 0.18
83.57 ± 0.41
83.65 ± 0.26

46.3×
28.8×
12.4×
3.8×
1.0×

16.22 ± 0.076
16.58 ± 0.053
16.96 ± 0.021
17.89 ± 0.057
20.51 ± 0.080

CIFAR-10 with ResNet Table 2 summarizes the results for the CIFAR-10 task, trained on resnet18. The training time per round monotonically decreases as we freeze more parameters. While the
accuracy decreases as well, a reduction of 4× in the communication costs results in almost the same
accuracy.
Table 3: Percentage of trainable parameters, reduction in communication cost, average accuracies,
and training times for Stack Overflow.
Trainable Parameters (%) Reduction in Communication Final Accuracy Runtime (s)
73.8
82.6
91.3
100

23.23 ± 0.22
23.71 ± 0.16
24.09 ± 0.16
24.50 ± 0.19

1.4×
1.2×
1.1×
1.0×

9.37 ± 0.34
9.23 ± 0.46
9.42 ± 0.55
9.74 ± 0.46

Stack Overflow with Transformer Table 3 shows the results for Stack Overflow Next Word
Prediction. In this task, the training times are not sensibly changed, and we can trade-off 10% of
communication costs for less than 0.5% accuracy.
Memory footprint In order to verify our intuition that the memory footprint can be positively
impacted by FedPT, we profile the memory in the CIFAR-10 task in simulation experiments. Our
results, summarized in table 4, show a reduction in the peak memory usage as the proportion of
frozen parameters increases.
Table 4: Peak memory at different percentages of trainable parameters for CIFAR-10.
Trainable Parameters (%) Peak Memory (MiB)
2.16
3.47
8.07
26.25
100
4.2

505.94
506.37
506.37
520.43
565.43

Differential Privacy

We experiment with DP-FTRL [Kairouz et al., 2021b] on the Stack Overflow next word prediction
task. We use the same noise multipliers, number of clients per round (100), and total number of
rounds (1600) as in [Kairouz et al., 2021b], and hence achieve the same (, δ) privacy guarantees.
The results are presented in Table 5. We observe that FedPT is more resilient to high levels of noise,
making it a better fit to offer strong privacy guarantees. An intuitive explanation is that, by updating
less parameters, FedPT is less affected by a given noise level (the noise is added to less parameters).

5

Discussion and Future Work

Our experiments show that PTNs can be used to improve the efficiency and privacy in FL. By
leveraging the ability to summarize the frozen parameters into a random seed when broadcasting
6

Table 5: Training accuracies (%) for Fully Trainable (FT), and Partially Trainable (PT) models with
DP.
Noise multiplier 0.0
1.13
2.33
4.03
6.21
8.83
Privacy 
∞
18.71 7.83
4.19
2.60
1.77
FT
PT

23.22
22.44

19.67
19.58

18.37
18.38

17.28
17.03

16.24
16.28

14.60
15.01

them from the server to the clients, the communication cost can be drastically reduced. Reducing the
number of trainable parameters also has implications for the privacy guarantees. We suspect that the
accuracy gap we observe in our experiments between fully trainable, and partially trainable models
can be reduced in multiple ways, such as running a grid search to find the optimal parameters for the
partially trainable parameters, or adding layers of frozen parameters.
We present extensive simulation experiments to suggest PTNs can have a positive impact on real
world FL applications. Note that our profiling experiments ran in a data center for simulation, while
real-world training happens on edge devices for cross-device FL. We are interested in studying the
effects on memory and runtime in real-world on-device training, which may depend on the network
architectures, the parameters which are frozen, and implementation details. Though the on-device
performance can be reasonably inferred from data center simulation [Wang et al., 2021b], the data
center and on-device settings can use different computation optimizations in implementation and
hardware.
We are also interested in combining FedPT with other methods for improving communication
and computation efficiency, such as federated dropout [Caldas et al., 2019b], to further ease the
communication bottleneck inherent to FL. Furthermore, we presume that FedPT can benefit from
better generalization bounds, similar to the ones shown in [Zhang et al., 2019] based on parameter
counting [Anthony and Bartlett, 2009]. The application of FedPT to edge devices can result in more
clients contributing to the training of the global model, potentially leading to better fairness.
Another possible extension to our work is to selectively freeze more parameters for devices with
smaller bandwidth and/or computational capacity, while training more parameters on devices that
do not suffer such limitations. Finally, a systematic study of the relationship between the final test
accuracy, and the architecture-specific frozen layers can provide more insights and guidelines for
improving FedPT’s performance.

6

Conclusion

This paper introduces FedPT for training partially trainable neural networks in the context of federated
learning. Our empirical results suggest that it is possible to achieve competitive accuracy using
federated models when a significant portion of the parameters are untrained, which improves efficiency
in terms of communication cost, and computational complexity. We also show that partially trainable
models can be more resilient to high additive noise, enabling better utility for stronger privacy
guarantees than fully trained models. Based on these findings, FedPT is a promising method to
improve efficiency and privacy for practical federated learning applications.
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